
PRESS HIGHLIGHTS 
“spellbinding piece of dance theater…wildly creative”  
-Sam Hurwitt, KQED,  April 2, 2015 

“an intensely felt, richly inventive and resonant show”  
-Robert Hurwitt,  S.F. Gate, March 27, 2015 

“brilliantly conceived and excellently realized…The choreography is intense, 
full of unexpected trajectories, increasing in complexity with phrases both 
telling and abstruse.”  
-Rita Felciano, Dance View Times, Vol. 31, No. 4, Autumn 2014 

“highly experimental and consistently refreshing”  
-Laura Jaye Cramer, S.F. Weekly, November 20, 2013 
  
“thoughtful and formidably performed” 
-Mariko Nagashima, Seattle Dances, April 3, 2012 

“It’s rare that dancers become truly expert at delivering words and movement; 
Mohr’s troupe was first-rate in both.” 
-Rita Felciano, S.F. Bay Guardian, April 16, 2014 

“beautifully constructed work…. always detailed and intentional” 
-Catherine Conway Honig, Scene 4 Magazine, April 2012 

“rigorously crafted ….unusually satisfying” 
-Rita Felciano, S.F. Bay Guardian, March 10, 2010 

THE BRIDGE PROJECT 
“Mohr annually recruits the prime movers of American postmodernism in a 
series of classes, workshops, discussions and public concerts.” 
-Allan Ulrich, S.F. Chronicle, August 15, 2014 

“HMD’s Bridge Project fills a critical gap in the artistic and intellectual life of 
the Bay Area dance community by honoring the past and giving context to the 
present through its remarkable annual series of guest artists and events.”   
–Dance historian Dr. Janice Ross  

“A phenomenal celebration of West Coast post-modern dance, bringing 
together four powerhouse choreographers in a single program.” 
-Heather Desaulniers, Bridge Project 2014, September 28, 2014 



ARTIST STATEMENT 
The function of art is to arm the unconscious with new ways of looking at the 
world.  The function of art is often confused with that of entertainment. My 
dances have an authority and a complexity borne from rigorous investigative 
process. Critical thinking and intuition are my main tools. I want to challenge 
prevailing ideas about dance and facilitate question-based performance.  
Through the filter of the body, I collide formal craft and raw feeling. I work and 
play with the language of the body and language itself. I value the inner lives 
of performers. 

ORGANIZATION HISTORY  
The mission of Hope Mohr Dance is to create, present and foster outstanding 
contemporary dance at the intersection of critical thinking and the body. Hope 
Mohr Dance has two core commitments: (1) to engage in rigorous creative 
inquiry that manifests in artistic excellence, and (2) to deepen critical 
discourse around dance. HMD’s core values are excellence, integrity and 
possibility. Artistic Director Hope Mohr founded the company in 2007 after 
studying and performing with a number of pioneers of modern dance, including 
Merce Cunningham, Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, and Margaret Jenkins.  
In keeping with HMD’s mission to not only create, but also to foster outstanding 
dance, HMD’s Bridge Project brings notable master teachers and 
choreographers to the Bay Area. Past and current Bridge Project artists include 
Deborah Hay, Jeanine Durning, Stephanie Skura, Simone Forti, Anna Halprin, Liz 
Gerring, Dusan Tynek, and Susan Rethorst. 

Since her 1994 choreographic debut in ODC’s Pilot 13, Mohr has presented her 
work throughout the country, including at the Alvin Ailey Center and Judson 
Church in New York, Velocity in Seattle, and The Mouth in Portland.  Her work 
has been presented and/or commissioned by: Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, 
San Francisco International Arts Festival, West Wave Festival, Montalvo Arts 
Center, ODC Theater, Stanford University, Motion Pacific, Lines Ballet BFA 
Program, and the S.F. VA Hospital’s Office of Patient Centered Care and Cultural 
Transformation. HMD is currently in residence at ODC. 

HMD has received institutional support from the Andrew M. Mellon Foundation, 
Phyllis C. Wattis Foundation, Zellerbach Family Foundation, William & Flora 
Hewlett Foundation, Kenneth Rainin Foundation, Lighting Artists in Dance/
Dancers' Group and CA$H/Theatre Bay Area (2009 & 2014). In addition to her 
residency at ODC, Mohr has also been in residence at Montalvo Arts Center, and 
the Interdisciplinary Laboratory in Art, Nature and Dance (NYC). She will have a 
research residency at the Stanford Arts Institute in 2015. 

http://www.hopemohr.org/artisticdirector/
http://www.hopemohr.org/curating


Premieres by Hope Mohr in 2014

“rigorously crafted…unusually satisfying” 
-- S.F. Bay Guardian

“highly experimental and consistently refreshing.”
-- S.F. Weekly 

Photos by Margo Moritz

s(oft is)hard metrics of intimacy

Notes Toward A Supreme FictionRoute 20

ridetherhythm



The 2014 Bridge Project
presented by Hope Mohr Dance, in association with the Joe Goode Annex

“A phenomenal celebration of West Coast post-modern dance, 

bringing together four powerhouse choreographers in a single program”

-- dance critic Heather Desaulniers

Photos by Margo Moritz

Workshop participants learning Simone Forti’s Huddle dance. Dr. Janice Ross moderating a panel discussion on lineage.

Peiling Kao performing s(oft is)hard, a premiere by Mohr.Hope Mohr performing Lucinda Childs’ Carnation.

Anna Halprin performing The Courtesan and the Crone. Simone Forti performing News Animations.



In 'Antigonick,’ ancient tragedy explodes in 

modern forms 
 

Robert Hurwitt, S.F. Chronicle | March 27, 2015  

 
Antigone (Rami Margron, right front) in Shotgun Players’ “Antigonick.”  Photo: Pak Han  

 

Shotgun Players’ incendiary production of “Antigonick” that opened Thursday at Shotgun’s 
Ashby Stage is an intensely felt, richly inventive and resonant show. MacArthur “Genius” poet 
Anne Carson’s modern remake of Sophocles’ “Antigone,” the third new version of the nearly 
2,500-year-old Greek tragedy to open in the Bay Area in the past six weeks, is also one of the 
most impressive productions of the year so far. 
 
Long one of the most popular of the surviving ancient Greek plays, Sophocles’ tale of one 
woman’s refusal to bend to power on a matter of principle has become the great go-to drama in 
times of oppression (under the Nazis, in apartheid South Africa) and burgeoning civil 
disobedience movements. Whichever applies, “Antigone” is getting staged all over the place 
these days. Carson’s “Antigonick” alone opened in separate productions this month at Chicago’s 
Victory Gardens and London’s Barbican, the latter featuring Juliette Binoche.  
 
Published in 2012 as a handsome, hand-lettered art book, Carson’s loose translation roughly 
follows Sophocles’ plot in a not-always-linear combination of flashes of his rhetoric and her own 
viscerally immediate poetry, repetitions of entire scenes, apparently random but vivid 
illustrations by Bianca Stone and detours into Hegel, Beckett and Brecht. 
 
Shotgun directors Mark Jackson and Hope Mohr have responded to the text by creating a 
performance equivalent to the book’s complexity, using a stark design palette, a rich variety of 
movement forms, a bit of closed-circuit video, expressive music (vocal score by Beth Wilmurt) 
and a cast so well tuned it gives new meaning to the notion of harmonic convergence. 



To recap: Antigone (the astonishingly stoic-expressive Rami Margron) and her sister Ismene 
(remarkably potent dancer-actor Monique Jenkinson) are the daughters (and half sisters) of 
Oedipus and daughter-granddaughters of his wife-mother Jocasta. Their two brothers (“whose 
blood intersects with my own in too many ways”) have killed each other in a war over the city of 
Thebes, and the new king, Kreon (Kevin Clarke), has decreed that the one who attacked the city 
must be left to rot unburied. Antigone disobeys and is sentenced to death. Kreon’s son, her 
betrothed, Haimon (a terrific Kenny Toll in several roles), kills himself at her side. 
 
Jackson, an inventive director with a penchant for expressive physical interpretations of texts, 
and Mohr, best known as a choreographer, fill the stage with endlessly intriguing, propulsive and 
slowly evolving movement patterns — drawing on everything from unexpected variations on 
hopscotch and other children’s games to insect-scuttling, wobbling in high heels or hobbled by 
fallen pantyhose, walking on tiptoe or just leaning in. An ever-more eloquently silent Parker 
Murphy echoes and comments upon the movement patterns as Carson’s interpolated Nick, the 
physical equivalent of David Sinaiko’s wry, comic and political commentary as Sophocles’ 
Chorus. 
 
Margron redoubles the tragic impact of the tale with her reappearance as the gravely sardonic 
blind prophet Teiresias. She and the entire cast deliver the text in variations of rapid, robotic 
outbursts and slow, studied passages with startling pauses that mirror the movement forms. Even 
truncating Sophocles’ political arguments and narrative the way it does, Carson’s “Antigonick” 
is a vital and immediate retelling of the tale. 
 

Antigonick: Tragedy. By Anne Carson. Directed by Mark Jackson and Hope Mohr. 
Through April 25. $20-$35. Shotgun Players, Ashby Stage, 1901 Ashby Ave., Berkeley.  
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Think again  
Three provocative premieres from Hope Mohr Dance  
 
By Rita Felciano

���
Mysterious skin: Hope Mohr Dance's talented performers take on Route 20.
PHOTO BY MARGO MORITZ

With three world premieres in its recent Spring Home Season performances, Hope Mohr Dance gave the 
audiences pieces that were both opaque and transparent. They were opaque because their physical imagery 
contained narrative traces that resonated beyond the stage, but was often equally focused on a gesture's 
physicality in the moment. They were transparent because of the clarity and intensity that these fabulous 
dancers brought to their tasks. Their presence burnt itself into your retina and your soul. Any way you want 
to take this, Hope Mohr Dance is a head trip these days.

For Route 20, Connie Strayer put Jeremy Bannon-Neches, James Graham, and Tegan Schwab into off-
white, hooded unitards. It made the dancers look like robotic extraterrestrials, except that the red streaks on 
their bodies suggested freshly spilled blood. Given enough time, designer David Szlasa's dripping block of 
ice, which encased some dark mystery, might have revealed its secrets.

While the body suits encouraged seeing the dancers as gender-neutral — a hopeless task as far as I am 
concerned — the choreography treated the three performers as equals. The tension, such as it was, seemed 
to be based more on an inherent lack of stability within the triangle than on any specific movement patterns. 
It allowed for a constant flow of interactions without much emotional baggage. Abrupt turns, collapsing 



torsos, and dancers jumping on each other and being carried aloft felt neutral. The music's brilliant 
pointillism seemed to encourage the lack of a clear trajectory in favor of an intense presence. And yet there 
were moments — the ice melting? — when Mohr's neutral beings became more individualized. When 
Schwab streaked between the two men, was she breaking something up? When two dancers held on to each 
other at arms' length, was one of them looking into a mirror? Repeatedly, a nuzzling gesture suggested skin-
on-skin contact.

There are moments in ridetherhythm, a sextet for which theater director Mark Jackson signed on as 
dramaturge, when the work approached pure music in the way fractured language rose into a chorus to 
retreat again into individual voices. Fragments of text flew from dancer to dancer, and countdown patterns 
became threatening even as they tried to impose a sense of order. It's rare that dancers become truly expert 
at delivering words and movement; Mohr's troupe was first-rate in both.

The choreographer went for inspiration to Anne Carson's Antigonick, the poet's translation of Sophocles' 
play, and to Todd Haynes' 1995 Safe, in which Julianne Moore plays a housewife trapped in a poisonous 
environment. Katharine Hawthorne, in a beautifully subtle performance that ebbed and swelled, was the 
woman who went her own way despite the fact that she lived in a man's world. When she fell, Schwab 
threw herself on top of her, in what was perhaps the work's single most touching moment. The narrative 
emerged only in bits and pieces, but Mohr's ability to suggest a pervading doom, despite Evan Johnson's 
soothsaying along the lines of "everything is all right, we are safe," and "he's a jolly good fellow," was 
impressive. In one spot, the group's search for an oasis of safety was almost comical, and when the dancers 
kneeled you didn't know whether they did so in despair or with hope.

I never could figure out the work's connection between Hegel, Beckett, and Sophocles. But then Megan 
Brian, a character in high heels and sunglasses who tried to bring order into the chaotic proceedings by 
obsessively writing down whatever she saw — not unlike some dance critics — finally threw in the 
towel. ridetherhythm clearly warrants repeated viewing.

Exuberant and yet ever so controlled, Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction was a two-way street in terms of 
improvisation. Here the musicians — Michael Coleman on keyboard, Henry Hung on trumpet, Tommy 
Folen on bass, and Gerald Patrick Korte on percussion — responded as much to the dancers as the other 
way around. For this choreography the excellent Lindsey Renee Derry, Roche Janken, and David 
Schleiffers joined Bannon-Neches, Graham, and Schwab, who also individualized the dancers with color-
saturated tank tops.

Schwab and Hung engaged each other in a playful duet, while Folen's bass sent Bannon-Neches into 
spasmodic travels. Graham at one point strode upstage with every part of his torso alive to the music. I 
don't know whether his greeting of dancers was a spur of the moment idea but it felt right on.

While some sections — unisons for instance — served as time markers and probably were planned, a duet 
between Schwab and Janken, for instance, could have been improvised. It was important that spontaneity 
blossomed within given parameters, sometimes determined by simple commands like "stop" and "go." With 
Szlasa favoring slightly dimmed houselights, thus suggesting the breaking of the fourth wall, Notes came to 
look like a spacious and airy informal get-together. I kept thinking of watching outdoor ice skaters on a 
sunny afternoon. *
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they take to measuring their own andeachothers‘ flesh.
They engage in tentative touches and stretches but they
also cannibalistically try to devour parts of their own and
their partner’s physique.1nthe opening sectionanupstage
facing unison hasagap.A body gets dumped,eventually
rises and steps into place.The dancers sway gently‐order
is established.But then there is also Chinchin Hsu, the
only one in apretty frock,whose galloping runs recall a
colt that hasbeen set free.

ButGirl is also about family. Longtimepartner Nol
Simonse‐he long limbed‐andFunsch‐agood head
shorter‐do what peopledoonafirst date.They question
each other about their families. Later, the two of them
return shriveled,agedand bent over.They move in perfect
sync until Simonse stiffiy steps out, and she labors on
alone.He looks like anupright corpse.And still later.they
bothenter into the company patterns.

With two men dancers Funschopened Girlis
perspective to the maleof the species.ChadDawson,
contorted and conflicted was perhapsunsureof his identity
while Nick Brentley looked lost amongall those females.
1amnot sure, however,how and why their presence
connected to the rest of Girl.

TheTaiko drummers from theGrrrl Brigade‐long
hair,shortest of skirts‐made their statements asstrong,

fierce andjoyous imagesof modern women. It was
curiously appropriate to see how in apiecewhichexplores
gestures, these young women used their own hands and
arms to suchstrongeffect.

‘HaveWeComeA LongWay, Baby?’ (Sept.27,2014,
Joe GoodeAnnex, San Francisco) was the fourth of Hope
MohrDance’s “The BridgeProject" in which Mohr,a
former dancer with theTrisha BrownDanceCompany. is
invitingexcellent, but locally little knownchoreographers
to share the stage with herown company. In 2012 it was
DusanTynek DanceTheatre; in 2013 SusanRehorst.
These were intelligent andexcellent evenings of dance.
The BayArea owes her.

With this year's “Bridge” Hopepaid tribute to the
West Coast influence on Post-Modemismboth past and
current.The iconicAnna Halprinand her pupil Simone
Fortewere followed by Hope’sexcellent reconstruction
of LucindaChild's Carnation and the world premiereof
hercomplex yet lucids(oft is)hard.danced brilliantly by
PeilingKao.

Halprin.at 94, showed ushow the tiniest of gestures‑
the beckoning finger, a shift of weight‐can communicate
clearly and powerfully.Dressed in a full-length gold coat
andaVenetiancarnival mask for her 1996The Courtesan
andthe Crone, she offered astrip tease to Corelli that was

Hip:MobrDamCmpay:AlumHalon);Photo:MargaMoritz.
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hilarious, touching and heartbreaking.
Fortedid one of her splendid movement and spoken

word improvisations,NewsAnimation, without the stack
of newspapers, I saw her in last time she was in San
Francisco.Al l she hadwas a scarf, a towel and her journal.
Talking softly and padding gently on slightly bent knees,
she rolledon the floor and rushedabout asshe spun a
whole universe out of tiny gestures andmeandering
wonderings. Startingwith the contemplation of adrop of
water from afaucet, she ended this improvisationby the
giving usaperspective on the MilkyWay. Remarkable
in Forte’s performance was that, having been performing
for over fifty years, she still projectedachildlike sense
of discovery about where ideas can take us, if weonly let
them.

Child’s Carnation (1964), last seen heremore than
adecadeago, has become aclassic from the Judson
era. Mohr’s performance showed uswhy.The use of
those foam curlers with which she crowned herself on
that lettuce dryer,do not have the same resonance as
they probably had in apre-feminist era. But the lack of
inflection, the emphasis on neutrality and the sense of
having to finish what wenow call “tasks” infusedMohr’s
performance with aquiet desperation, absurdity and
nobility.

Mohr’s own brilliantly conceived andexcellently
realizeds(soft is)hard is grounded in the inevitability
of time passing.BenJuodvalkis’ click sound track
complementedarecitation of dates inspired by Mohr’s
journal writing. In these non-chronological sequences from
the 1940’a to the future, time bunched up,curled in on
itself and stretched from before Mohr’s birth to beyond the
present.The choreography is intense,full of unexpected
trajectories, increasing in complexity with phrases both
telling and abstruse. It started with a young Kao looking
at herself; it ended with her on her back and the sound of
bells tolling.

ChitreshDas’s 2009 collaboration, IndiaJazz Suite
with tap dancer Jason Samuels Smith became such a
popular success that Das’ reaching out to another rhythmic
dance practice was no surprise.Yet, while the world
premiere of Yatra (September 27, 2014, Palace of Fine
Arts, San Francisco), acollaboration betweenDas and
Flamenco virtuoso Antonio Hidalgo Paz,offered similarly
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respectful approaches to divergence and confluence, Yatra
was theatrically more cohesive.

The show featuredAlka Raghram’s handsome
multi-media component‐though its verbal poetry
limped.Hintingat but, gratefully, not pushing the idea
of Flamencoashavingoriginated in Northern India, it
emphasizedjourneys that cross and break down borders.
Lovely images of floating candles during India’s Festival
of Lights openedand closed the show.

Yet watching Pazand Das side by side, you couldn’t
miss the suggestion of a common heritage.The verticality,
liquidarms and expressive hands, fulminating footwork,
the alternation between pure and story-telling sections and
the freely flowing give and take betweenmusic and dance
spoke to a relationship.

Light on their feet and liquid in their upper bodies,a
quintet of women honored the mother goddess‘Kali.Vlfrth
its charming patterns of circles and spirals the dancemight
have originated in communal practices yet here it was
elevated to classical form by Charlotte Moraga’s sense of
perfection in the details and her extraordinary speed and
precision in those pirouettes.

After spotlights on Das and Paz put in relief their
respective way of using arms and feet, Paz stepped into
anextended Farruca,Flamenco’s quintessential male
solo. \Vrth his chest out, thrusting shoulders and nimbly
changing directions, heheld back and rushed forward as
heslowly built toward percussive footwork sofast that his
shimmering feet no longer seemedto touch the ground.

In his multi-part solo,Das remindedusof just why he
can entrance audiences, not because of his still astounding
technique-he will beseventy in November‐but because
of his generosity asaperformer. Starting with one of
those playful encounters between alove-strickengopi
andyoung Krishna,Das then proceeded to dance abstract
principles like “power” and “peace.” Hefollowed that with
ashort KathakYoga, apractice hedeveloped in which he
simultaneously performs three different rhythmic patterns
for the feet, the tabla and the voice.

Not least of this concert’s pleasure was the delicious
competition between the musicians, the tabla and the
cajon; the guitar and the sitar; and the two vocalists. When
they finally got together, joined by these two eminent
dancers, ajoyful noise was made by all.
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Hope Mohr Dance and Dusan Tynek 
Dance Theatre 
Scene4 Magazine Review  

By Catherine Conway Honig 
April 2012 

Given her many talents, vast interests and deep intelligence Hope Mohr has 
never lacked options.  She trained as a ballet dancer early in life, explored 
modern dance while attending Stanford University, then attempted to 
abandon dance to give the law a try. While receiving numerous awards and 
fellowships in law school at Columbia she couldn't resist the pull of modern 
dance and found herself dividing her time between the rigors of dancing 
professionally and the no-less competitive world of legal studies.  After 
studying on scholarship at both the Merce Cunningham Studio and Trisha 
Brown Studio, she joined Brown's company and toured the world. Never 
completely departing from her legal background, her interest in and 
commitment to social justice have always fueled her work. 

She founded Hope Mohr Dance in San Francisco in 2007 though she has 
been creating original work since 1994. Her inspiration springs from 
concerns about the environment, her deep compassion for human suffering 
and the many ways we struggle to find and express intimacy. Last year's "The 

Unsayable" grew out of an in-depth collaboration with military veterans who 
attended rehearsals and performed on stage with the dancers. Her work with 
veterans did not stop with the premiere of the work and is ongoing. 

As an expression of her expansive vision and desire to constantly explore 
creative connections, she has also become a curator in San Francisco by 
presenting her annual season as a shared program of "call and response" with 
an East Coast-based artist. This year Hope Mohr Dance presented its annual 
season at Z Space in San Francisco with Dušan Týnek Dance Theatre of New 
York City. 

Founded by the Czech-born Týnek, who worked closely for many years with 
his mentor Merce Cunningham, this small company earns wide praise. Týnek 
and Mohr met while both dancing on scholarship at the Cunningham Studio 
and performing with Lucinda Childs for her company's 25th anniversary. 
While both choreographers use dancers whose backgrounds include similarly 



rigorous technical training they are both also attracted to dancers who are 
capable of nuanced expression to communicate with the audience.  

For the world premiere of "Reluctant Light," Hope Mohr commissioned a set 
composed of cubes constructed in PVC pipe in various sized squares and 
rectangles. The piece opens with Cameron Growden diving right through one 
of the rectangular boxes lying downstage near the audience. This kind of 
athletic daring and playful exploration of line and form continue throughout 
the beautifully constructed work. All seven dancers (the others are Derek 
Harris, Katharine Hawthorne, Roche Janken, Justin Morrison and Tegan 
Schwab) display their strong dance technique while never betraying their 
connection to each other and their relationship to the set. The boxes serve all 
imaginable purposes as Mohr explores ideas of emotional and physical 
surrender but they never become distracting or tedious. 

#  

Mohr's original inspiration for the piece came to her while visiting a museum. 
She wished to explore the intersection between drawing and dancers, to 
explore the ways that lines in space and lines created by dancers' bodies could 
act upon each other. Another inspiration was the Buddhist heart mantra: 
"Form is empty. Emptiness is form." 



Adding to the visual splendor of the piece, cellist Helen Money performed her 
original rock compositions in an upstage corner as close-up black and white 
images of string instruments seemed to float in the darkness upstage. 
Costumes consisting of deep purple pants and ivory tunics designed by 
Jamielynn for Eimaj Design were perfectly conceived to move with the dancers 
throughout their athletic and technical feats.  

As the work progressed, the dancers' explorations and interactions with each 
other and the boxes built dramatic and physical momentum. Duets entered 
into emotionally-charged and physically explosive expressions of anger, 
violence and tenderness. Tegan Schwab threw herself against Cameron 
Growden over and over again. Katharine Hawthorne and Justin Morrison 
engaged in a battle of wills while always remaining contained within a large 
horizontal rectangle. It ended in an almost humorous expression of how it 
feels to fight with someone but to remain together, by either choice or 
circumstance, silent and frustrated, in a small space that must contain all the 
physical and emotional weight of the confrontation.  Mohr expertly contrasts 
common pedestrian movement and gestures against precise and formal 
choreography so that neither form overtakes the other. The dancers 
communicate with each other and with the audience in ways that look and feel 
spontaneous, never contrived. 

In a rare solo performance, Mohr performed a solo entitled "Plainsong" in 
which she remained nested, until the very end, in a large square space defined 
by configurations of bright red yarn (the evocative set was created by Katrina 
Rodabaugh). Inspired by Penelope as she waited for Odysseus, endlessly 
weaving, or pretending to weave, or avoiding weaving her burial shroud, Mohr 
expresses various states of loneliness, frustration, open-eyed awe and wonder, 
and finally the capacity to use her cleverness and intelligence to escape her 
emotional and physical captivity. 



#  

Mohr's choreographic vocabulary is grounded in the clean lines and slicing 
precision of Cunningham but speaks clearly of her own explorations with the 
body and the ideas she longs and labors to express. Balancing sparse passages 
with phrases of full physicality, her choreography is always detailed and 
intentional. As a performer, she embodies the presence of someone who is 
unafraid to confront stillness and silence but instead opens herself to the 
possibilities she finds in her boundless imagination. 
Dušan Týnek and Mohr shared the common experience of years of training at 
the Cunningham Studio and their devotion to this demanding and detailed 
technique is clear in both their work. In the two works Týnek presented at Z 
Space in San Francisco, "Transparent Walls" and "Base Pairs," he adhered in 
form and content to a more traditional choreographic vision. "Base Pairs," set 
to a text by Cynthia Polutanovich read with warmth and Laurie Anderson-like 
expression by Lucinda Childs, is the more formal of the two. Though the text 
speaks of "longing for each other" and "what did days mean before you?" there 
is little warmth or intimacy on stage. The eight dancers perform their straight 
arm gestures and shifting body facings accompanied by the clicking of a 
metronome yet even when the choreography joins them in partnership there is 
no change in their affect, only the juxtaposition of the robotic movement and 
pulsing sound against the poetry. 



#  

"Transparent Walls" is a much warmer and expressive piece made even more 
interesting by the use of a long horizontal line of bright white lights, broken 
into three equal lengths, that illuminates the stage closest to the audience 
while obscuring the area upstage. The effect creates the brilliant visual illusion 
that the dancers appear and disappear while still moving. Duos continuously 
come and go leaving the feeling that the dance continues elsewhere in the dark 
night.  All eight dancers, Alexandra Berger, Ann Chiaverini, John Eirich, Emily 
Gayeski, Elisa Osborne, Samuel Swanton, Satoshi Takao and Nicholas Wagner 
dance with great technical mastery and an inspired sense of ensemble. 

(Please note that Hope Mohr will appear in "the tools of unmaking," 
choreographers and visual artists on the practice of presence, at Shotwell 
Studios in San Francisco on Friday, April 27 and Saturday, April 28.)     

Photos by Margo Moritz, Austin Ford and Julie Lemberger



  

Experimental Intimacy 
By Laura Jaye Cramer, Nov. 20, 2013  

  

Expect a blend of shrewd concepts and innovative, improvised movement in the 
metrics of intimacy, a collaboration between choreographers Christian Burns 
and Hope Mohr. If this sounds like some stuffy, high-art performance piece, think 
again. Burns' work is intelligent, accessible, and often surprisingly funny. His 
unique combination of impulsive performance quality and calm confidence make 
him and his company, burnsWORK, one of the most original dance voices in the 
Bay Area. He choreographs and performs the metrics of intimacy alongside Hope 
Mohr, artistic director of Hope Mohr Dance, whose focus on the creative process 
is highly experimental and consistently refreshing. Both Burns and Mohr have 
backgrounds in classical ballet (Burns trained at The School of American Ballet in 
New York City and Mohr, a San Francisco native, trained at The San Francisco 
Ballet School) which gives their work a certain clarity that can often be 
undervalued in contemporary dance. The results are choreography that's both 
poignant and viewer-friendly. The work is performed at The Garage, an 
underground venue so cozy you might end up practically sitting on someone's lap 
— the perfect place to observe the capabilities of the human body.  



everything is music   
-Hope Mohr, the body is the brain, March 2, 2014 

Recently I asked my colleague, theater director Mark Jackson, to come into a rehearsal for 
ridetherhythm, a dance I’ve been developing for almost a year that collides Antigone with the 
housewife in the Todd Haynes’ movie Safe.   The piece features text, song and movement. 
Jackson and I have worked together extensively in studio exploring Anne Carson’s Antigonick 
through several workshops with actors and dancers.   When I initially invited Mark, I asked 
him to “wreck” what I had made independently with the hope that his intervention would 
bring my own voice into sharper focus.  The utility of having another artist wreck your work is 
Susan Rethorst’s idea.  Describing the experience of her first “wrecking” with Tere O’Connor 
in NYC, Rethorst wrote, “He entered into the rehearsal process and looked at the piece as 
though it was to become his from that moment forward, changing it to his liking, imposing 
his own aesthetic with complete disregard for my intentions. I then took back the rehearsals, 
[it was] akin to culture shock; disorienting, the center of gravity shifted.” 

When Mark came into rehearsal, I observed, took notes, and stayed out of the way.     I soon 
realized that something was happening in the room other than a “wrecking” of my work.  
Mark was prodding the material to become more fully itself.   Mark made some changes to 
the content as you might see it notated on the page (for example, removing text, but keeping 
the blocking), but for the most part, the surface of the dance was relatively unchanged.  
However, he utterly transformed the guts of the piece.   After his interventions, the work had 
more clarity, energy and impact.   He hadn’t been a dance wrecker. He had been a 
dramaturge. 

Indeed, choreographic interest in Rethorst’s wrecking premise tracks the rising love affair 
with dramaturgy in contemporary dance.  What needs drive these parallel trends? 
Here are some good questions about the role of the dramaturge in contemporary dance: 
Is dramaturgy interference, intrusion or is it filling in where there is a lack of some kind? 
Does it perform a need for the market of dance making? Is the dramaturge a translator, 
interrogator, a ‘prober’, interpreter or provocateur? Does dramaturgy function as a support in 
the lonely act of making or does it split the body of the choreographer in two? 

Like all artists, contemporary choreographers need fresh eyes on their work.  One of the 
hallmarks of Rethorst’s approach to choreography is her emphasis on cultivating a receptive 
responsiveness to the work.   But it’s hard to be constantly receptive to something you 
consider every day over an extended period of time.  Patrice Pavis’ Dictionary of Theatre’s 
summary of the responsibilities of the theatre dramaturge includes “intervening from time to 
time in rehearsals as a critical observer with a fresher pair of eyes than the director” and 
similarly, “looking after relations with a potential audience.” Hildegard de Vuyst, when asked 
about what she does as a dramaturge in Alain Platel’s process, has said: “I consider myself 
the first audience, I ask myself – ‘what does the work do to me?’” 

http://www.du.ahk.nl/people/susan05/stealing.html
http://sarma.be/docs/2869
http://sarma.be/docs/2869


But exactly what kind of “other” eyes do postmodern choreographers need on their work?  
Contemporary choreographers need outside eyes on their work that can see time in a visual 
way—in other words, people who can see visual information in terms of time.   Postmodern 
dance creates deconstructed landscapes in which movement is an independent language in 
its own right, not an adjunct to music or story.   As Susanne Traub has written, “In a 
deconstructed landscape, everything can be a symbol, although the symbols may refer to 
nothing beyond themselves. All material is of equal value: text, music, dancers, actors, 
bodies, space, time, light etc.” Indeed, my material, prior to Mark’s interventions, was 
extremely abstract and deconstructed.   It was difficult (for audience as well as performers) 
to discern a narrative thruline. 

In a fractured aesthetic realm, choreography must have an internal music.   Not a rhythm 
based on story or actual music, but an internal song.   The strength of the internal rhythms 
within Merce Cunningham’s choreography is part of what makes his work so commanding. 
 Andre Lepecki has said that when he comes into Meg Stuart’s process as a dramaturge, 
  “[t]he thing is that I can reinvent is [the external] eye. For instance, I can make it listen”  
(emphasis mine). 

Indeed, Jackson responded to my palette of abstraction by tuning the material in 
relationship to time. He has a particular sensitivity for the inherent musicality of material, 
and much of his coaching zeroed in on the performer’s relationship to time (does the 
material crescendo? have the feeling of a countdown?).   Katharine Hawthorne remarked 
that Mark’s coaching “changed my experience of time passing.”   Jackson said to the 
performers: 

Find the meaning through the rhythm. 
Everything is music. 

As a performer, how do you summon intention within abstraction?  As a choreographer, how 
do you shape it? You listen to the material.   You listen and you respond.     I’m reminded of 
something I wrote many years ago, in an article titled, “The Language of the Listening Body”: 
A listening body is engaged in finding its constantly changing relationship to the 
environment. The listening body constantly locates itself in space and time…The language of 
the listening body has as much to do with placement of the body in space as with physical 
vocabulary. The listening body listens not only with the ears, but listens for a relationship to 
the environment, and places itself accordingly in space. 

Contemporary dancers must inhabit abstract choreography with the same kind of attention 
that most associate with improvisation.   Following are some key phrases and prompts that 
Mark offered the performers along these lines: 

How does what’s happening in the room affect you on the inside?  
Let your choice (to be still) be in response to something happening in the space. 
Be in a charged state of alertness. 
Be sensitive to what’s triggering your actions. 
What’s happening inside you? 
What’s triggering your actions? 

http://www.goethe.de/kue/tut/tre/en7179326.htm
http://hopemohr.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/07/FINAL_LOLB_ARTICLE.pdf


What we pay attention to defines our work.   
How can I constantly pay attention to principles of presence in the creative practice? 

Because neither music nor story anchors postmodern dance, postmodern performers have a 
bigger responsibility than in classical or modern dance (e.g., Graham) to be dramaturges for 
choreographers. Again, Lepecki: 

The dancers in most contemporary works today have to produce the material, to think 
about the scenes, they have to choreograph themselves. So, it ends up that the 
dancers are also making dramaturgical decisions in a way. They’re making the 
choreographic decisions and they come up with ideas to solve the scenes 
sometimes. 

Mark Jackson’s visit to rehearsal reminded me of the importance of infusing abstraction 
with a visceral internal music.   Dancers, dramaturges, and wreckers are all resources for 
“othering” our work so that we can hear its nature anew.   As with all forms of collaboration, 
my dialogue with Mark pulled my work further away from me, which allowed the work to 
emerge more fully.   The wrecking and dramaturge trends express the timeless desire of the 
artist to birth something greater than herself. In the words of T.S. Eliot: 

What happens is a continual surrender of himself as he is at the moment to 
something which is more valuable. The progress of an artist is a continual self-
sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality. 

Sometimes, it’s through surrender that we hear our voice. 
  
– 
ridetherhythm was performed as part of Hope Mohr Dance’s home season at ODC Theater 
April 10-13, 2014.   The work was made possible and developed through ODC Theater’s 
Unplugged program and through the Converge series at Yerba Buena Center for the Arts. 


